
3. Sentence Structure

3.1. Basic Sentence Structures

Nouns and noun-phrases are either nominative or accusa-
tive in form (4.4), and on the basis of this case distinction
in morphology we can distinguish between the subject (S) of
a sentence and its various complements (C) . There is only
one S per sentence, but there may be several C's, including
direct objects, objects of causation, indirect objects, and
predicative complements. The normal order of elements is:

S C^ V



4» The Noun-Phrase

4.1. The Structure of the Noun-Phrase

Noun-phrases consist of a noun with or without modifiers,
and the modifiers may either precede or follow the noun,
whichever of the types listed below they belong to. The mod-
ifiers show concord of number, gender, and case with the noun
in either position, and if they follow the noun they also
show concord of definiteness , as in Arabic: /tcik win/ 'a big
(win ) man ( t^k ) * but /?uu-tik ?uu-win/ *the big man.' How-
ever, there are two other differences between preceding and
following modifiers: if the modifier precedes, the noun
must not contain the definite article (unless the modifier
is one of the demonstratives, - ^n 'this' or -be^n- 'that'):
hence /win tak/ 'large man' but not */wln ?uu-tdk/ or
*/?uu-wln ?uu-t£k/; and the modifiers have different con-
cordial suffixes according to whether they precede or follow
(4.2, 4.3).

The following are all found as modifiers (the examples
are all in the accusative case)

:

(1) demonstratives (e.g., /Too-'n ?oo-yaas/ or /?oo-yaas
?oo-'n/ 'this dog')

;

(ii) numerals (e.g., /mhalo-' yls/ or /yis mhaloo-' -b/
'two dogs' )

;

(iii) adjectives (e.g., /dabalo-^ ykas/ or /yaas
dabaloo-'-b/ 'a small dog')

;

(iv) possessives (5.1), consisting of a noun-phrase
followed by a 'genitive' suffix and then the appropriate gen-
der/number/case concord markers, as required by the 'possessed'
noun (e.g., /?oo-'n ?i-tak-i-^ yaas/ or /?oo-yaas wf-?oo-'n
?i-tak-ii-' -b/ 'this man's dog,' with -i- or -ii- as genitive
suffix)

;

(v) relative clauses (10) , consisting of a clause to
which (or rather to whose verb) are suffixed the gender/number/
case markers required by the head-noun (the 'antecedent'),
with or without the suffix -e- before such markers (e.g.,
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/?ane-' rih-a-n-e-' yaas/ or /yaas ?ane-' rih-a-n-ee-'-b/
'a dog that I saw'); if the head noun contains the definite
article, the relative clause must follow and itself have the
article prefixed to the whole clause, according to the
normal rules for modifiers given above (e.g., /?oo-yaas w£-
?ane- rih-a-n-ee-^ -b/ *the dog that I saw').
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